
Criteria: 1: Not Meeting Standard 2: Approaching Standard 3: Meeting Standard 4: Exceeding Expectations

Using the Habits of
Mind

Not integrating the Habits of
Mind into mindset or
expressions

Shows a negative or defiant
affect towards the Habits of
Mind

Occasionally uses the
Habits of Mind in structured
setting when required, but
does not fully integrate them
across mindset and
expressions

Consciously integrating the
Habits of Mind into one’s
expressions and mindset, in
favor of growth,
introspection, and
connection.

Unconsciously integrating
the Habits of Mind into one’s
expressions and mindset
with fluency, in favor of
growth, introspection, and
connection.

Creativity &
Originality

Bases entire work off a
pre-existing ride and uses all
borrowed, outdated ideas
and elements

Exhibits a fixed mindset on
the possibilities of the
ultimate product of the
finished ride

Uses new ideas from others
while showing little of own
input but it is still there

Keeps an open mind about
changing some project
components, but is not
willing to adapt most of them

Project shows
distinguishably new ideas
but leans on older ideas for
supplemental support

Keeps an open mind about
changing most project
components, but is not
willing to adapt on some

Project components clearly
feel new or distinguishable
from elements in existing
rides

Keeping an open mind by
continuously rethinking how
effective and imaginative
each project component can
be

Structure &
Organization

Project components fall far
behind the proposed pace,
preventing future steps from
being feasible

Diverse elements of the
project are impossible to
locate and stand in the way
of the project’s success

Lack of communication
prevents the completion and
pacing of the project

Project components fall
behind the proposed pace,
so as to begin to affect the
timing of future steps

Diverse elements of the
project are difficult to locate,
but ultimately available
when needed

Communication is reactive
rather than proactive in
nature, beginning to affect
the efficiency of the project

Project components keep
pace with proposed
progress with minor,
reasonable interruptions

Diverse elements of the
project are findable but may
take extra effort location and
categorize

Communication is provided
when absolutely necessary

Project components
demonstrate progress
according to the prescribed
pace

Diverse elements of the
project are easy to locate
and categorize when
needed

Communication is clear,
timely, and relevant in
shared information

Cohesiveness Nothing feels like it is meant
to be put together

Project components feel
haphazardly put together but

Feels overall put together
but not seamless

Intellectual property,
Narrative/story, sensory



Project elements have
noticeable gaps between
them, leading to a clear
mismatch between
individual components and
the ride as a whole

maintain continuity

More components are not
cohesive compared to those
that maintain cohesion

Almost all elements blend
together, but one or two
stand out as not fully
integrated into a cohesive
experience

(audio, visual, olfactory)
design, and mechanics
blend seamlessly into one
cohesive experience

Storytelling Storyline creates confusion
and strays significantly from
intellectual property

Ride lacks an organized
progression in the narrative,
creating no clear plot

Ride characters differ
significantly from
established personalities or
intellectual property

Selectively incorporates
intellectual property to
create an uneven storyline

Ride narrative exhibits gaps
in the Plot Diagram,
resulting in an unclear plot
progression

Ride characters begin to
lack distinguishable
personalities or may
mismatch the intellectual
property

Ride feels like it has a
comprehensive storyline but
does not push past surface
level storytelling

Ride narrative follows Plot
Diagram with most elements
identifiable

Ride characters fit with their
implied personalities in the
intellectual property

Extensively integrates the
intellectual property with
efficiency and specificity

Ride narrative closely
follows the Plot Diagram
with all elements clearly
identifiable

Ride characters stay true to
personalities implicated by
the specific ride narrative
and the intellectual property

Staying true to the
Plan

A completely new plan was
used by the end of the
project, lacking connection
to the original plan

Shows a desire to do what is
easy and doable rather than
what is necessary and right
to complete the project

Demonstrates some lack of
understanding of the “bigger
picture” project plan, without
inhibiting progress

Plan is reminiscent of the
original with many new
changes that deviate more
than stick to the original

Shows tendency to move on
from difficult to implement
elements, rather than
engage

Demonstrates a functional
understanding of the “bigger
picture” project plan

Plan stays on track for the
most part but deviates
slightly between larger and
smaller elements

Shows willingness to persist
and be flexible when facing
difficult to implement
elements

Demonstrating a clear and
precise understanding of the
“bigger picture” project plan

Explicitly referencing
elements of the larger plan
within smaller elements and
components

Showing persistence and
flexibility when plan
components appear difficult
to implement practically or
realistically

Thinking like an It is clear that no effort was Imagineering mindset is Slight deviation from Integrates clear ride-design



Imagineer made to use Imagineering
tactic or thinking

No focus on the importance
of attention to detail

Does not innovate a key
element

used in few elements, but
overall lacks internalization
of the mindset

Focuses little on detail, only
on one level of detail

Has ideas on how to
innovate a new, key
element, but does not flesh
out ideas that could be
practically implemented

Imagineering thinking
without losing desired
element (fantasy, thrill,
emotion)

Focuses on most levels of
visual detail, but not all
levels

Attempts to innovate at least
one key element, even
without fully successful
implementation

elements tied to the
Imagineer mindset (fantasy,
thrill, emotion)

Focuses of multiple levels of
visual detail across the ride
elements (distance,
proximity, up-close)

Innovates at least one key
element (i.e. engineering,
narrative, design) that draws
people specifically to that
unique attraction

Quality of Ride Model Model lacks integral
elements, seems to be done
last minute with a lack of
attention to detail, care,
scaling issues, color
cohesion

Model elements display
noticeable scale differences
that detract from the
understanding of the model
as a whole

Colors show pervasive
differences within the model,
that suggest a lack on
successful theming

Ride model is noticeable
missing important ride
components or areas

Model elements are slightly
skewed in size, but overall
provide a useful reference

Colors mostly show
regularity across model, with
occasional differences that
do not detract from the
whole

Almost all areas of the ride
are included or implied by
parts of the model

Model elements are
realistically proportioned
relative to the ride elements

Coloring and theming of the
model matches desired
tones/hues with regularity

Model incorporates all
spaces of the ride track with
semi-functionality, with
implications of exterior
elements (i.e. queue, exit,
facade)


